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Psychephysical
experiments
showthat the pitchof a shortsinewavetonedepends
uponthe amplitude
envelope
of the tone.Subjects
find that the pitchof an exponentially
decaying
tone(ldB/ms) is higher
than the pitch of a (20-ms)rectangularly
gatedtoneof equalfrequency.
The percentage
differencein
frequency
requiredto produce
equalpitcheswith the twoenvelopes
depends
uponfrequency
fo: 2.6% at
f0=412 Hz, 1.4%at f0 = 825Hz, 1% at f0 = 1650Hz, and0.7% at f0 = 3300Hz. Thepitchchange
is
insensitive
to the relativeintensities
of the two tones.The spectraof toneswith the two different
envelopes
suggest
no obviousexplanation
for the pitch change.However,the weightedtime-varying
spectra
for toneswith two differentenvelopes
evolvedifferently
with time.Alternatively
the pitchchange
canbe derivedfroma modifiedversionof the auditoryphasetheoryof Huggins.
PACS numbers:43.66.Hg, 43.66.Fe

INTRODUCTION

I.

The pitch of sine-wave tones is an interesting topic in
psychophysicsbecause one may plausibly regard experiments with sine waves as probing auditory mechanisms
that are basic and elementary. Of particular interest

A.

in the developmentof theories of hearing are experimental studiesof external factors whichcan changethe perception of pitch of a sine wave. The pitch of a sine wave

is oftendifferentin the two ears (vandenBrink, 1970);
it varies with intensity of the signal (Verschuure and

van Meetetch, 1975). Pitch is altered by a longprecedingsatiatingtone(ChristmanandWilliams, 1963),

by shorterleadingtones(HartmannandBlumenstock,
1976),andbybandsof noise(WebsterandMuerdter,
1965).

SURVEY

EXPERIMENT

Procedure

In the survey experiment subjects compared the
pitches of two sine-wave tones, one with a 20-ms rectangular envelope, the other with an exponential envelope with a 120-dB decay in a time of 120 ms. This
comparison experiment is called the R-E experiment in

the rest of the paper. The rectangular (envelope) tone
was heard at 89 dB SPL; the exponential(envelope) tone
had an initial (maximum) amplitude correspondingto
95 dB SPL. These tones seemed to be equally loud and
to have equal duration.

Appendix A shows that these two

tones have equal energy. The psychophysicalprocedure
used a two-interval forced-choice up-down staircase
pattern. (See AppendixB.) On each trial the subject
heard a rectangular tone and an exponential tone (each

In this paper it is noted that the pitch of sine-wave
tones also dependsuponthe shapeof the amplitude envelope of the tone. The pitch of a sine-wave tone with
an exponentially decaying envelope is higher than the
pitch of a sine wave with the same frequency but with a
rectangular envelope.

The experiments presented below are of several kinds.

a short experiment with rectangular and exponentialenvelopes. This survey establishes the existence of the

effect of a pitch shift with envelopechange. SectionII

describesa parametricstudy,withthree subjects,in
whichboth intensity andfrequencyrange were varied.

AppendixC eliminatesfrom considerationseveralpossible explanations of the pitch shift. In the discussion

of Sec. III contactis madewith previouswork on pitch
of short tones.

separated the tones. The subject indicated, with push
buttons,whichtone, the first or the second,had the
higher pitch.

During the course of a block of trials, the frequency

SectionI discussesa surveystudy, with 15 subjectsin

discrimination

first withprobability« onanytrial). A 500-msgap

The discussion includes

a spectral study of the stimuli and explores the possible
relationship be•veen the present re•ultg and a modified

of the standard, the rectangular tone, varied according
to apseudorandom schedule with no successive repeti-

tions amongthe values, 800, 810, 815, 825, 830, 835,
840, 845, and 850 Hz. This range will be referred to
as thef0=825-Hz range. The variable of interest in the
staircase cycle was the difference in frequency between
the exponential and rectangular tones. This difference

took on values, -30, -20,

-10, 0, +10, +20, and+30

Hz, so that the stimuli in any run were always distributed
symmetrically about zero shift. Other precautions
against biasing the results to favor one direction were
taken. The subjects were not informed of the trends of
their responses or of those of others until all data had

version of the auditory-phaseprinciple of Huggins(1952).

been collected. This statement does not apply to sub-

a)Perraanentaddress.

trend of responses. The data of these four subjects did
not differ systematically from those of the others. The
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jects numbered2, 4, 5, and 9, includingthe author and
three colleagueswhowere aware, if only dimly, of the
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rate of the experiment was set by the subjects, but after
several cycles subjects typically ran the experiment at

its maximum rate, one run of 64 judgmentsin 150 s.
After each run, subjectsin the survey experimentrested

%

for at least

2

three

minutes.

(a)

The stimuli were presented dioticalIy to the subjects
through TDH-39 headphoneswith 001 cushions, while the

subjectswere seatedin individua[quiet rooms, IAC
1200A. The stimuli were generated by a voltage-con-

trolled functiongenerator, Wavetek, VCG 116 controlled
by a computerthrougha D/A converter. The oscillator
frequency was monitored with a digital counter often during the course of a run and compared with the calculated
frequency displayed on a video screen. The tones were
shapedby a programmable attenuator, Charybdis model

o

"
SI t 23456789I0111213]
o

%
-i

-2

A, also controlled by the computer. The turn on and
turn off of tones was uncorrelated with the phase of the

-3

(b)

--"

sine-wave signal. The electrical signals were observed
on a scope and found to have no obvious overshoot, ring-

ing, or transientdistortioncomponents.The Wavetek

FIG. 1. The toppanel(a) showsk =200 (Af?s--Af50)/f0,
i.e.,

function generator outputwas low-pass filtered to remove upper harmonics before amplitude shapingbut no
filtering followed amplitude shaping. The signals were
presented in a constant noise backgroundwith spectrum
level of 10 dB re 20 •Pa/Hz in a bandfrom 500 to 1500

t•vice the JND as a percent of the averagefrequency(825 Hz)
for 15 subjectsin the survey control experiment, comparing'

Hz. The noise background was included principally to
provide an unambiguousbasis for determining an effec-

tive duration of the exponentiallydecayingtone. Other
aspects of the noise backgroundare noted in Sec. HI.
Because the rectangular and exponential tones sounded

the pitches of two reelangularly gated sine-waves tones. The
bottom panel (b) shows the corresponding results of the R-E

surveyexperiments.Variable S= 100 (rE-fR )/fo, is the frequencyof an exponentialtone minus the frequencyof the rec-

tangulartoneas a percentof the averagefrequency(825Hz)
for the case that the two tones have equal pitch. This point of
subjective equality was determined by the 50%point on a

psychometricfunction. The 75%and 25%points are indicated
by the extremities of the error bars.

different, the subjectswere instructed to try to ignore
the tone quality differences and to concentrate on the
pitch of the two tones. Some subjects volunteered that
after the experiment was underway, this advice seemed
A control experiment was run in conjunction with the
R-E experiment described above. The control experiexperiment except that

both tones of every pair had rectangular envelopes and
were of equal amplitude. Half the subjec• did the control runs first.

crease in pitch due to the exponential envelope. The cir-

cle represents the 50%point on the psychometricfunc-

easy and natural to follow.

ment was identical to the R-E

In other words, the figure showsthe negative of the in-

The control runs served to rank the

subjects because they involv/d only a simple discrimination task.

tion. The top and bottom of the error bar represent,

respectively,75%and25%points.
The data quite clearly reveal a shift in pitch due to
the different envelopes. All but one subject concluded
that the exponentially shapedtone had a higher pitch than
the rectangular tone for equal frequency. For those 14
subjects showinga pitch shift of the same sign the aver-

age shift was - 11.3 Hz with a standarddeviation

weight)of 3.8 Hz. This corresponds
to a shiftof 1.5%
B.

Results

of the absoluteminimumfrequencyof 770 Hz and 1.3%

The 15 subjects in the survey experiment were chosen
haphazardly. They performed in two R-E experiment
runs and two control runs. The subjects in the survey
were numbe•,od •eeording to their pe•,form•nee on the

controt experiment. This performance is indicated in

Fig. l(a) by plotting twice the fractional JND, g =-2(Af•5

-Afso)/fo as the lengthof the fine. This is the correct
quantity to compare with the error bars in the R-E ex-

periment shownbelow. Figure l(b) showsthe results
of the R-E

experiment protied as follows.

The quantity f• -fR is the difference in the frequencies of exponential and rectangular tone• which have
equat pitches according to the psychometric functions.

of the maximum frequency of 880 Hz. The best estimate
of the shift is 1.4% of the mean frequency 825 Hz. A

total of five subjects perceived a shift that is greater

than 1.45%, whichis 25 cents(one-quarterof an equi•
tempered semitone).
The standard

deviation

noted above is the standard er-

ror of the mean of the 50%point averagedacross subjects. The mean of the interquartile spacing is 20.8 Hz.
As noted in Appendix B the modified staircase procedure was apparently an unnecessaryprecaution. Subjects did not exhibit significantly the response biases
which were feared.

Except for two subjects who pro-

The percentage
change(fE-f•)/fo, is obtained
by divid-

ducedunusablepsychometric functions, Fig. 1 includes

ing by the nominal frequency of the range, here 825 Hz.

the results from all subjects ever tested.

J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 63, No. 4, April 1978
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I
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i

I

I

I

I

412fo825Hz16253•.00

Three subjects, numbers 1, 2, and 12 were selected
from the subjects in the survey experiment to run in a
more extensive parametric study of the effect observed
in Sec. I. The basic stimulus in the configuration was

kept the same as that for the survey experimenf• except
that the noise background was extended in range to lie

bebveen 0 and 5000 Hz, while maintaining the same
noise-power density 10 riB. Subjects made two runs in
five minutes. Two kinds of parameter variations were
carried out: an intensity variation and a frequency variation. In each of the conditions studied the subjects

judged 72 staircase cycles, 4.5 times the number used
in the survey. The six different conditions were done
in haphazard order over five days of experimenting.
It was important first to investigate the possibility
that the pitch effect observed in the R-E survey experiment is somehow exclusively a loudness effect. Initially
there was reason to believe that loudness effects might
be unimportant because the range of the tone frequencies
770-880 Hz is one where tone pitch is relatively insen-

FIG. 3. R-E experiment results for subject 2. See caption
for Fig. 2. The dashed curve is calculated for a constant shift
of 16 Hz.

The results of this experiment make it seem highly
unlikely that the pitch-shift effect is the result of overall loudness differences between rectangular and expo-

nential tones. Despite the loudnessvariation, the pitch
shift remains negative and, for the best ranked subjects,

sitive to loudness variations.

shows little change.

In the experiment to search for loudness effects the
exponential tone was the same as in the survey experiment. The rectangular tone remained 20 ms long but
its amplitude was increased by 6 dB and decreased by
6 dB on alternate groups of runs. When the amplitude

The major effect shown in Figs. 2-4 is the dependence
of the pitch shift in the R-E experiment on the frequency

was increased, the rectangle amplitude was equal to the
peak exponential amplitude 95 dB. In this condition the
rectangular tone was unquestionably louder than the exponential tone. When the rectangular ampiit.uric was de-

creased to 83 dB, it was unquestionablyweaker than the
exponentially decaying tone. Initially the considerable

difference in amplitudemade judgmentsdifficult; with
practice subjects learned to ignore loudness differences.

range of the sine-wave signal. The experiments in the

ranges 412, 1650, and 3300 Hz were simply doneby
scaling all frequencies of the stimuli in the standard
825-Hz range by a factor of the appropriate integral
power of 2. All other experimental conditions were the
same in all frequency ranges, e.g., the noise band was
maintained at 10 dB, 0-5000 Hz.

The average of the results for subjects 1, 2, and 12
resembles closely the results for subject 2. Unfortunately the data do not permit one to eliminate conclusively
either

a shift

which

is a constant

number

of hertz

or a

The three points shownin Figs. 2-4 in the region fo
= 825 Hz in these figures allow one to compare the R-E

fo. Shiftsof 16 Hz or 1.5% providethe bestfits for those

experiments with nominal frequency of 825 Hz and rec-

two rules.

tangular amplitudes of 83, 89, and 95 dB.

which increases with f0 but does not increase as rapidly
as f0. The formulafa-•
=8+0.005f0 provides a rea-

i

i

i

I

i

[

I

shift which is a constant fract ion of the frequency range

sonable fit.

3500

I

I

I

I

I

Auxiliary experiments with these three subjects tested
for certain stimulus errors.
Appendix C.

12825
f•
i

I

o
%

FIG. 2.

The best fit to the data, however, is a shift

R--E experiment results for subject 1. Variable S is

-I

100 (rE-fa)/fo, •vheref0 is the nominalfrequencyof the range,
when the two tones have equal pitches as determined by a

-2

psychometric function. The circles show the results for nominal frequencies of 412, 825, 1650, and 3300 Hz with a 89-rib
rectangular •one. The points denoted by a triangle and a square

-3

The results are given in

412
825
f9
1600•
O0

show the results when the rectangular tone is presented at 83
and 95 riB. respectively, in the nominal range of 825 Hz, Each
of the six points on the graph is based upon 72 s•aircase cycles,

FIG. 4.

i.e.,

for Fig. 2. The hatched error bar indicates that the lower-

5?6 judgments. The error bars shown extend between

upper (75• lower (25%) quartile points.
J. Acoust.Soc. Am., Vol. 63, No. 4, April 1978

R--E experiment results for subject 12. See caption

quartile point was not reached in the experiment.
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DISCUSSION

A. Previous experiments

There does not seem to be previous work studying the

effectof envelope
onpitchperception.Studies
havebeen
made of the effect of different envelopes on pitch dis-

crimination, whenthe envelopesfor both pitches to be
comparedwere the same. The studyby Ronken(1970)

600

R

-

$

includes a number of points of contact with the present
work that deserve mention. In his first appendix Ronken
noted that for rectangular-envelope durations as long as
20 ms the phase of the sine-wave signal at onset has no

400

effect on discrimination.
This observation supports the
view that the choice of random phase in the present experiment is of little consequence.

200

Ronken also presented his signals in a noise back-

ground, one that was 4 dB more intense than ours. He
concluded that for a decaying signal such as the expo-

nentially envelopedtone there is an effective duration,
based upon the ratio of signal power to the power in a
1 Hz band of the noise floor. According toRonken'sprocedure the effective duration of the exponential tone used
in the present study is 37 ms. From the work of Ron-

0.9

i.o f/fo

i.i

FIG. 5. The figure showsthe power spectrum $• for a
rectangular tone (solid line) of 20-ms duration and the spee•

trum $r for an exponential
tone(dashedline) decayingat a
rate of 1 dB/mso The tones are sine waves with frequency f0
= 82õ Hzo The amplitude of the rectangular tone is half the
kn_iUalamplitude of the exponential tone.

ken, and others whom he quotes, it appears that the exponential and rectangular tones used in the present experiment lead to similar pitch discriminations.
For
rectangular tones of 20-ms duration Roaken found a

JND, (Afv• - Af-qo)
= 10 Hz; Liang andChistovich(1061)
found JND = 6 Hz.

These can be compared with the JND

found in the survey control experiment (Sec. I) of 0 Hz.
For an exponentially envelopedtone with 60-dB decay

envelope in the Fourier analysis that determines the
spectrum.

The rectangular (R) and exponential(E) tones have
pressure functions of time,

p(t)=p•cos(wo+•) ,

time of 60 ms, RonkenfoundJND= 6 Hz, and Stevens
(1952) found JND =8 Hz.

=0 ,

The similarity of all these

numbers suggeststhat the experiment is well controlled
and that the exponential and rectangular tones selected
are similarly discriminable.

0<t<T,
t>T,

(1)

and

=t•reos(wot
+ Vp)e
'n,

t>0 .

(2)

The power spectra of these tones are proportional to

B. Long-term spectra
The usual analysis of auditory experience classifies
pressure amplitude variations according to their time
scales.

Pitch and tone color are associated with repeti-

tive variations on a time scale from 10'2 to 10'4 s. For
such variations a Fourier analysis is a natural repre-

The power spectrum, averaged over all phase angles,
(see AppendixD) is

$=<IP(•)12), .

(4)

sentation. Amplitude variations on a time scale longer
than that of the longest periodic variation or longer than
0. 1 s are classified as part of an amplitude envelope.

For rectangular tones

This analysis is not the only possible analysis (Gabor,
1050), but it is probablythe best analysis for toneswith
a definite pitch becauseit correspondsclosely with

where

naive description of the perception of the tones.

For

thestimuliusedin theR-E experiment
thereis nodif- '
ficulty in identifyingan envelopeand a signal, with a
simple Fourier transform, shapedby that envelope.
Yet is is found that the pitches of the stimuli are not ex-

clusively controlled by the underlying signal. Instead
the pitch depends, thoughweakly, uponthe amplitude

,
sin•'(w
ßWo)T/2

Q*=

(5)

'

(6)

For exponenUal tones

SE

,

where

x, --

+

't

(8)

envelope.

The spectra for f0= 825-Hz tones, with rectangular
envelopeof duration T = 20-ms or - l-riB/ms exponen-

A natural theoretical approach to this problem is to
preserve the assumption that the pitch is somehow determined by the spectrum of the tone but to include the

tial envelope(K=115 s'l) are shownin Fig. 5. The

J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 63, No. 4, April 1978

spectra were computed in dimensionless units by setting
Ps=w0. To include the effect of the 6-rib reduction in
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rectangular tone for the equal loudness condition of the

standardR-E experimentprefactor PRwas taken to be

«P•.
The two spectra are centered on the same frequency

and have equivalentareas, as expectedfor equal energy
tones. The detailed structure of the spectra depends
upon the duration of the rectangular tone and on the exponential decay time. If these details are responsible
for the shift of pitch with changing envelope then one
would expect the shift to be a constant number of hertz
for the present experiments where the temporal parameters of the tones were always the same. The observed
frequency dependenceof the shift, noted at the end of

•ij
t(o)/)
rl
•o •a

I

I I

•'•

J

•o

Sec. II, does not support such a conclusion, but the data
do not conclusively rule it out.
I

C. Time-variantspectrum

WE

More information is provided by a time-variant

spec-

I

wR

WO

viewed through a data window W at time t. A simple
model for a data window is the exponential memory func-

FIG. 6. The figures show sohematically how two auditory ffiters in the Hugginsmodel are used to determine pitch. (a)
plots the comp]ex poles for two filters A and B. For a constant
sine-wave signal with frequency coo the difference in phase
shift• by the filters is •. In (b) the same •malysis takes place
for a signal which decays with time constantK. (c) showshow
•, determined by the process in (a) and (b), varies with coo
for the cases of rectangular and exponential tones. It is sup-

tion (Flanagan, 1965)

posed here that 0 determines pitch, though some function or

trum.

The time-variant

Fourier

transform

is

P(.,,
t)=f.•dr'
e-'u"
W(t,
t')p(t')
,

(9)

whereP(•o.t) is the Fourier coefficientof pressure

derivative of 0 could be used instead. For given 0 (pitch) the

W(t,t')=W(t-t') =exp[:•(t'-t)]O(t-t') ,

(10)

so that events in the past contribute exponentially less
to the Fourier representation and events in the future do

not contribute at all. The time-variant power spectra,
averaged over all initial phase angles, are given by the
following expressions.

I

2

- •Xt

e

= ! 2 e' 2).t

t) +

t) ],

r) + z.(x,

(12)

spectral shape near fo changesthe pitch of tones. Some
subjects have, in fact, remarked that the pitch of the
exponential tone rises as the tone decays. Other subjects, however, have not perceived such an effect.

where

z•(•,
t)=l+e2•t
- 2ext
cos(w:•a,
0)t
•2+(•+•0)2

D. Phaseprinciple for complex frequency analysis

For the exponentiallydecayingtone, Eq. (2),

Sr(o•,t) = • • e-m
The finite

- x, t) +

constant h eliminates

- x, t) ] .
the rather

If • and K have similar

values (regardless of which of the two is slightly larger)

(11)

t<
], t ->T,

to sharpen as time increases.

then the spectrum of the exponential tone can become
very sharp as it decays and can develop a number of pronounced maxima and minima next to the central peak.
It seems possible that this continuous dynamic change in

For a rectangulargatedsignal, Eq. (1),

sR(, t) =

frequency of the exponential tone is less that the frequency of
the rectangular tone.

(13)

artificial

zeros in the spectrum of the rectangular tone. The
spectra evolve in time in different ways for rectangular
and exponential tones. For t <<T both spectra are single broad peaks centered on.f =f0. As time increases

the peaks become sharper in each case; some wiggles
may appear next to the central peak for the rectangular
spectrum, ghosts of the previous undamped spectral

zeros. The total energy (area) in the rectangular spec-

An entirety different point of view is the phase princi-

ple of Huggins (1952). Huggins postulated auditory fil' ters in which phase shifts (not amplitude differences)
are responsible for pitch perception. In his first model
the difference in phase shift be•veen two similar filters
is the function of stimulus frequency that determines

pitch. A major feature of Huggins' model is that it is
supposed to apply to complex stimulus frequency, i.e.,
to damped sinusoid tones. Therefore, the model can be
applied to the R-E experiment.

trum grows until time T and then decays. The energy
in the spectrum of the exponential tone reaches its max-

Supposethat the two filters have poles at - F• + i•
and - Fr +i•r, as shownin Fig. 6. The signal is repre-

imum at some time considerably less than T (see appen-

sented by a pole at - K+ {•0. The differential phase shift
• from the two filters can easily be calculated from the

dix A) and then beginsits final decay. More interesting,
however,

is the way in which the decay proceeds for t

> T. For the rectangular tone the shape of the spectrum
is constant for t > T. The only effect of increasing time
is the uniform decay of all parts of the spectrum. For

the exponential tone, however, the spectrum continues
J. Acoust.Soc.Am., Vol. 63, No.4, April 1978

geometry

tion •(o•)

of the complex s plane.

The value of the func-

determinesthe pitch of the signal. A change

in • due to a change in •0 or due to a change in K then

changesthe pitch. If F• = rr, the situation discussed by
Huggins, then the addition of damping to a signal does
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not changethe center frequency of 6, only the sharpness

pared. (2) Time-variant spectra with an exponential

of the peak is affected. Suppose,however, that for coA

causal window for the two tones were compared. (3)

2coB, r A •>Fa. Then increasing the damping changesthe

The phase principle of Huggins was modified to make

location of the peak of function 6.

the auditory filters constant Q, and the principle was

One plausible form for the variations of F and •oA- co•
is to assume that FA is proportional to co•, and •o• - ws

scales with frequency range, i.e., both the damping and
the "phasebandwidth"increase proportional to frequency. Then the frequency shift can be related to the properties of a single filter. The filter is not a sharp one,

applied to the rectangular and exponential tones.

The spectral calculations(1) and (2) may be relevant
to a pitch theory in which the pitch sensation depends
upon the details of a neural excitation pattern along some
tonotopic coordinate. It is possible that the different

The definition of a generalized Q is just the ratio of the
frequency of a pole to twice the damping constant of the

shapes of the long-term spectra (Fig. 5) correlate with
different patterns of excitation (or inhibition) that produce the pitch differences observed in the R-E experiment. However, the two long-term spectra are not
dramatically different and there is no compelling reason

pole. Let b be the ratio of filter frequencies,b= cos/w•.

to expect that they produce different pitch sensations.

Then the .frequencyshift in the peak of O(co0)due to finite

The time-variant spectra of the two tones, however,
may differ dramatically, especially when the decay time
of the temporal window is similar to the decay time of

not necessarily a bandpassfilter, and the definition of
a filter 0 in terms of half-power points does not apply.

damping of the signal K is

• • = 2QK+[l + (2Q)' •]•/•

the exponential tone.

x [((v•b- 2QI•)•/2(w•- 2QK)t/2- w•bTM].

(14)

The sign of •co is negative for K>0; therefore the function • shifts to lower frequencies. This is the right direction needed to produce a higher pitch with constant
signal frequency and increasing signal damping. It is

a goodapproximationto replace (v• in Eq. (14) by coo.
Then, to fit the R-E experiment at 825 Hz with 6co= 2•

(12 Hz) andK=115 s'• with b between0.9 and 1.0 requiresthat Q be aboutequalto •. As notedby Huggins
the phase theory is compatible with a strongly damped
system. One can expandthe square roots in Eq. (14) in

The Huggins model was invented to show how several
broadly tuned filters could be used to achieve sharp frequency discrimination. The model is easily and naturally applied to the R-E experiment. In its original form
the model predicts no pitch difference. If the model is
modified so that the filters are constant Q then the model predicts a pitch difference in the right direction to
agree with the results of the R-E experiment.
In the simplest forms the above three calculations
predict that the R-E experiment should find a pitch difference

which

is a constant

number

of hertz

for

all fre-

powersof QK/•oo. To first order, a goodapproximation quencies. Obviously these theoretical ideas are specuin the regime of interesting parameters, 5w is independent of frequency wo. Therefore, this scaled modelpredicts that the pitch shift should be a constant number of
hertz, the same result suggestedby spectral theories.

lative. Specific predictions of models based upon these
ideas can be checked by further experiments using different temporal parameters for the envelopes and dif-
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APPENDIX

A:

ENERGY

IN A PULSE

This appendix evaluates the acoustical energy in a
burst

of a sine wave

b(t) = •o cos(coot
+ •)

(A1)

frequency ranges suggested that the shift is neither a
constant

number

of hertz

nor a constant

fraction

of the

sine-wave frequency, but exhibits an intermediate dependence on frequency.
Further experiments showed that the pitch shift effect
was unaffected by low-pass filtering of the rectangular

turned on at time t = 0. The constant pressure Powill be
PR for a rectangular envelope and p• for an exponential
envelope. For a rectangular envelope of unit amplitude
and duration T the energy depends upon the phase angle
at turn on and turn off. For unit acoustical impedance
the average over all phase angles is

tone or by truncating the exponential tone above the
background noise level.
Three

calculations

were

done that seem

relevant

=•p•T
to

models of the auditory system. (1) The long-term spectra for rectangular and exponential tones were cornJ. Acoust.Soc. Am., Vol. 63, No. 4, April 1978

.

(A2)

For specific phase relationships the variation may be a[
most

=

.
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The largestvariationin theeXPeriments
of thispaper,
for T=20 ms andf0=400 Hz, is only+2% of the average,

was the experimental variable of principal interest. It
took on the values-30, -20, -10, 0, 10, 20, and 30Hz

completely negligible.

in a staircase pattern.

If the amplitude envelope is

Because subjects could easily

exp(- t/r) thenthe energyin the toneburst dependsupon distinguish between rectangular and exponential tones it
the phase angie qb. The average energy over all phase
angles is

<EE>, = 4'-P•
r.

(A4)

Maximum and minimum energy phase angles satisfy the

was possible that response bias might be present in the
judgments. Subjects might have attempted to use each
of the two possible responses equally often or to base
their judgments on some feature of the tones other than
pitch.

equation

To check for response bias of this type the staircase

co0r=tan2qb.

(A5)

Theydifferby«•, buttheyarenot0 and•

Themaxi-

mum variation as a fraction of the average energy is

h --+ [1- (,or)111+

,

(A6)

whichis (Wor)'• for w0r>>1. For a decayrate of 1 dB/
ms, • = 8.686 ms and the maximum variation, for f0
= 400 Hz, is only 5%of the average.
In the standard condition of the experiments in this
paper the constant rectangle sound level is 6 dB less

than the maximum level of the exponentialtone, i.e.,
1

PR=•])r. The energyratio thenbecomesE•/EE = 1.15,
negligibly different from unity.

These two tones are

judgedequally loud; the judgementsof the ear, in this
case, agree with the measure of total signal energy.
The energy at time t in the Fourier
duced in Sec. Ill is

transformer

was divided into two asymmetrical blocks that overlapped. On one block of trials the staircase values were

shifted down; they were - 30, - 20, - 10, 0, 10, 0,
-10, -20, ... Hz. On the other block of trials the
staircase values were shifted up; they were - 10, 0, 10,
20, 30, 20, 10, 0, ... Hz. Separate psychometricfunclions were drawn for the up-shifted and down-shifted

blocks. The following reasoning applied. Supposethat
the judgments were free of response bias. Then the individual psychometric functions for up and down-shifted
blocks would both be part of a common psychometric
function for the entire range of values of f•-f•.
The
difference between the two psychometric functions at
the three overlapping points would be zero. Supposeon

the other hand, that subjects tended to use the two responsesequally often. Then, for psychometric functions with positive slope, at points of overtap the function for the down-shifted block minus that for the upshifted block would be a positive number.

1

•(t)=•-•
y.•S(w,t)dw
=

intro-

methodwas modified as follows. The range of f•-f•

(A7)

dr'W•(t,F) w(t') ,

(A8)

wherew is theinstantaneous
signalpower=p
•, averaged
over all initial phase angles.
For the rectangular tone

Application of this test to the R-E experiment suggested that no significant response bias was present.
The difference between the shifted psychometric functions was positive for nine subjects and negative for five
subjects out of 15. The difference divided by the sum
of the psychometric functions was less than 0. 05 for
subjects numbered 1-12.

%(t)=(P•/4l)(1-e 'm) ,

--(p[/4l)e'•t(eaxt-1),
andthe maximumpower is •R(T).

t<-T

t->T

(AO)

For the exponential

tone

Note that besides testing for response bias the shifted
staircase method has a second advantage over the standard staircase technique. It tends to concentrate data
points in the middle of the range of parameters where

the psychometricfunctionis closeto 500/0.Therefore,

= rp/4( - x)](e

-e

) .

(AXO)

The maximum energy is defined in terms of the ratio

r---IlK .

APPENDIX

FOR ARTIFACTS

C:

A SEARCH

In{tiaHyit seemedpossiblethatthepitchshiftreported
in Secs. I and 11 might be caused by one of several possible stimulus artifacts, ringing of the stimulus system

-& r"/a'"'

t=

constant variance.

(All)

(A12)

•E,maz
- 4K
and occurs

the method leads to a more

or some effect associated with the background noise.
This section serves to eliminate these explanations for
the pitch difference.

at time

-

The interesting exponent[atfunction in (A12) has value

1 at •= 0, 1/e at r= 1, andtendsto the function1/r for

A. Ringing
Because the tones in this experiment are relatively

large r.

short and involve sharp onset and offset transients, it is
APPENDIX

B: SHIFTED

STAIRCASE

METHOD

In the R-E experiment subjects compared the pitch of

a rectangulartone (R) with that of an exponentialtone

(E). Thedifferencein frequencies
of thesetonesfj• -fr
J. Acoust. Soc. Am.. Vol. 63, No. 4, April 1978

important

that the phy•tca!

•ystem

creating

the stimulus

not ring. It will be noted later in this section that ringing can cause considerable changes in the results of the
R-E psychophysical experiment. Two tests were made
to verify that ringing was not present in the stimulus
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system. First, physical measurements were made at

of the high-pass filtering is subtle, in that subjects are

one of the matched TDH 39 earphones in the circuit used
in the R-E experiments. Measurements were made

unaware

with B & K type4145condensermicrophone
anda 6-cms
coupler, ASA type 1. A B & K soundlevel meter, bype
2203 on the fast linear scale, was used as a preamplitier. The earphone output was observed on an oscilloscope. The impulse response of the system showed no

oscillatory structure. With the rectangular pulse, as
used in the R-E experiment, the trailing edge similarly

showedless than « cycle of oscillationat 412 and825
A second test replaced the TDH 39 headphones with
Beyer DT-48 headphones with B2-03-00 foam cushions.
It seemed likely that if the pitch shift were caused by a
transient distortion then the most likely source of the
distortion

was in the electromechanical

conversion

at

the headphones, or in the circumaural cavity. One subject, number 2, ran 48 cycles of the survey R-E experiment with the DT-48 headphones. The psychometric

functionobtainedhad a 50%point and 25% and 75%points
within 2 Hz of the corresponding values obtained with the

TDH 39 headphones. In sum, it seemsevidentthatphysical ringing was not a factor in the experiments of Sec.
I and II.

If physical ringing does enter the stimulus system,
however, the effect can be dramatic. The effect of ringing was noted by repeating the R-E experiment with two

new conditionsandfour subjects, numbers1, 2, 12, and
15. In the first condition the signal was high-pass filtered at 600 Hz after amplitude shaping. In the second
condition the signal was low-pass filtered at 1000 Hz
after amplitude shaping. The filter was a Krohn~Hite

model 3343with 24-dB/oct asymptoticslope. Otherwise
the stimuli were identical to the 825-Hz range signals
used in the survey experiment. The high-pass filter introduced considerable ringing into the transient response
of the entire system. At least five complete cycles with

periodaboutequalto Y•6s appearedat the earphone
in
the impulse response of the system with this filter.

The

impulse response of the maximally fiat low-pass-filtered
system, by contrast, included only two small bumps at
about 1 and 2 ms on the side of the overall decay. Neither

of the effect.

The results of the R-E experiment with the low-pass-

filtered system, with negligible ringing, are almost
identical to those in the original unfiltered condition.
Rectangular gated tones that have been low-pass filtered
do sound different

from

B. Background noise
A second

kind

of artifact

sider the possibility that such an effect is operating in

Firstly the pitch shift attributed here to amplitude envelope changes is more than three times larger than the
?-cent shift aRributed to noise by Webster and Muerdter.

Secondly, the signal to noise ratio is much greater in
the present experiment (62 dB for rectangular tones)
than in the experiment by Webster and Muerdter (apparently 26 dB).
Finally an auxiliary experiment suggested that the
pitch of the exponential tone is not significantly affected
by masking by background noise. In the auxiliary experiment the exponential tone was truncated after 43
ms. The truncation ensured that the instantaneous signal power was always at least 20 dB greater than the
noise power in a critical band at the signal frequency.
The author ran the R-E experiment with 36 cycles with
a truncated exponential interleaved with 36 cycles using

the standard exponentialdecay. The two decayingtones
were found to be almost indistinguishable. The pitch

shift foundwas 1.2%, closeenoughto the standard
- 1.4%to concludethat noiseis nota significantfactor

The four subjects made judgments on 48 cycles of the
standard survey experiment with each of these filters.
The effects of the high-pass-filtered system are drama-

and an envelope V.

The high-pass

filter has no effect on the end of the exponentialtone,
but it adds a low-frequency tail to the waveform of rec-

tangular tone as the filter rings, near 600 Hz, after signal offset.

The low-frequency tail lowers the pitch of

the rectangular tone. Therefore, the exponentialtone
is perceived to be higher than the rectangular tone on
an increasing fraction of the trials.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 63, No. 4, April 1978

The effect on pitch

in-

the present experiment. The following discussion argues that the noise background does •ol play a significant role in the pitch shift reported in this paper.

D:

most important for determining pitch.

be considered

noise(WebsterandMuerdter, 1965). One mustcon-

APPENDIX

Nabelek et aL (1973) the final part of a movingtone is

must

pitches of the tones in the R-E experiment. The pitch
of a sine wave tone is increased by adding broadband

for all the frequencies presented.

with the unfiltered condition of Sec. II. A plausible explanation for the results is as follows. According to

that

volyes possible effects of the background noise on the

experiment.

tic and quite similar for all four subjects. The high-

have not been fil-

like a cluck. Nevertheless, the pitch comparison experiment suggests that low-pass filtering produces negligible change in the pitch of the rectangular tone.

in the R-E

filter introducedamplitudechangesgreater than «dB

those which

tered. The former soundlike a chirp, the latter sound

RANDOM

PHASE ASSUMPTION

Consider a signal represented by Fourier components

•(t)=V(t)Epi cos(wit+
•bi) .

(D1)

The Fourier transform,

P(a•)
=•.•dte
i'øt
p(t),

(D2)

includescontributionsassociatedwith (o= + cot and•

=- (oi. The powerspectrumIP(co)12generallyincludes
cross terms. This appendix notes that averaging the
power spectrum over equally probable phase angles
causes

such cross

terms

to vanish.

There are two cases of interest. In case 1 the phase
relationships among the components i, which may be
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harmonics, are fixed. Only one phase angle • is a free
parameter that relates the Fourier components to the

Christman, R. J., and Williams, W. E. (1963). "Influence of
the time interval on experimentally induced shifts of pitch,"

envelope. This case obtains when, for example, a triangle wave is gated on, at random phase •, by an

Flanagan,J. L. (1965). SpeechAnalysis, Synthesisand

electronic switch.

Because the average over phase

angles
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(e•e•-)•.--0,

(D3)

the power spectrum does not include cross terms
from positive and negative frequency half-planes,
i.e.,

= IP (I
i

+

+I
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spectrumV'(t')= V(t') W(I,t') so longas a Fourier
transform V'(u,) exists.
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